
EMAIL MARKETING BY

We are Spike. A passionate bunch of people who get excited over doing 

email marketing right. We link your email marketing to your business 

objectives, creating email with purpose. We take the hassle of execution off 

your hands, leaving you to grow your business.



INTRODUCTION

Why 26?
Why not? If this title has intrigued you enough to keep reading then it has 
achieved it's purpose - that is what email marketing by Spike is all about.

Read on and discover Spike's secrets to email marketing.
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GETTING STARTED

Before starting any new email campaign it's important to think about the 
following - this will ensure your emails match your business objectives, 
creating emails with purpose.

What sort of people are on your database? You need to speak their 
language and create offers that are relevant to them. 

Targeted vs Non Targeted - Is this email going to the whole 
database or a specific segment where you can custom target the 
message to them?

AUDIENCE

What is the one thing you want people to take away from your 
email campaign?

MESSAGE

Your purpose or what you want to achieve. Is it brand awareness, 
sales feedback or to impart information? If you try and combine 
everything it's possible to give people too many choices so they 
choose nothing.

GOAL

DO you have a look and feel/design in mind? Are there brand 
guidelines to follow? Should the emails match the website?

DESIGN
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DESIGN PROCESS

SKETCHES DRAFTS FIRST DRAFT
SENT TO CLIENT

CLIENT
APPROVED

This is a typical email template creation process, going from initial sketches 
to final design through team review and client feedback.
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TIMELINE

AM

PM

Glenn meets with the 
client over coffee

Follow up emails, plan 
of action

DAY
1

AM

PM

Requested content 
from client

Spike recieved draft 
content

Requested brand 
guidelines & content

DAY
2

AM

PM

Database received 
from client

Mocking up 
designs/concepts

Sent client final 
concept in .jpg format

DAY
3

AM

PM

Client feedback, small 
tweak suggested

HTML Build

Sent revised concept

DAY
4

AM

PM

HTML Test sent
to client

Approved but held for 
sending until next day

DAY
5

AM

PM

EMAIL SENT

DAY
6

TOTAL BUILD TIME - 3HRS (DESIGN)  +  3HRS (HTML BUILD)  =  6HRS (EXCL. ADMIN)
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EMAIL LAYOUT

When creating the layout for your 
email it’s important to consider 
the following:

A printed flyer may not necessarily 
work in email form.

DESIGN SPECIFICALLY FOR EMAIL

How easy is it for people to get 
through your email? Especially 
with longer emails it’s important to 
be able to scan quickly for content 
that is of particular interest.

NAVIGATION/ TABLE OF CONTENTS/
ANCHORS

Would your email be more effective 
broken up into smaller pieces and 
sent over a few days? If it’s too long 
then content at the bottom could 
be missed.

LENGTH OF EMAIL

In Gmail an email stops loading 
when it gets to 100k, so you’ll see 
the message “This message is only 
partially downloaded. Download 
remaining 6.6KB”.  Not ideal. A 
shorter email will have less HTML 
code, so less chance it’ll get this 
message.

100K LIMIT

How does it look on different-sized 
screens? Should it be mobile 
responsive?

WIDTH
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DESIGN PROCESS

Generally speaking, our emails fit into 3 layout types.
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EXAMPLES

Some examples of recent emails built by Spike.
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HTML

12

HTML

The HTML code you need to use for emails is basic, dating back to when
HTML 4.0 was the standard. This means that you can’t use some of the 
modern website building techniques and instead need to use old staples
such as nested tables.

You cannot use Flash, Javascript, Ajax, etc. They will not work!

However, some new techniques will work to a limited degree, like inline 
styles, which are actually well-supported on mobile.

To make the email less likely to be treated as spam, also create a plain text 
version and remember to use those Alt Tags. They make the email 
searchable later for when customers want to find you or your products.
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TOP OF THE EMAIL

The subject line and preheader are the first things your audience will read 
and play a massive role in getting people to open your emails.

This needs to be enticing and clear. Subject line length is also less important 
as devices like iPhone now display the whole line.

SUBJECT LINE

This is a valuable piece of content that can often be overlooked. Use this 
content to build on the subject line. In gmail, Outlook and iPhone this text 
displays under the subject line as teaser text (usually around 100 characters). 
This text can also be hidden if you don’t want it to display when viewing the 
full email.

PREHEADER

Do not have “Click here to unsubscribe” or “Read online” displaying in the 
teaser text where possible. That is a waste of valuable space.

PREHEADERSUBJECT LINEFROM

Glenn Edley How to efectively cross-sell and up-sell online [awesome video] + Glen at the EMA Fre..  -  Why businesses should be emailing more.. Spike THE STRATEGIC EMAIL AGENCY Apr 30

People are more likely to open an email from an actual person.
PERSONALISED “FROM” ADDRESS

In most situations this is not necessary if an email is fully tested and is mobile 
responsive. 

LINK TO VIEW/READ ONLINE

A handy addition. This way, if your email is forwarded, the recipient has an 
easy way of joining your list.

LINK TO SUBSCRIBE
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TOP OF THE EMAIL (CONTINUED)

This is a small box, approx. 400 x 
300 pixels at the top left, which 
plays an important role in 
engaging your customers. It is the 
first thing they will see when 
opening your email and 
encourages them to read on. 
Ideally you’d have your brand and 
some of the key message in the 
preview pane.

PREVIEW PANE

These can be very effective
when used in moderation. They 
should be used to add to the 
message, but not to replace entire 
words (eg. you wouldn’t use a ♥ 
instead of the word “love”) so
you could still read it if it wasn’t 
there.

SYMBOLS / SPECIAL CHARACTERS
IN THE SUBJECT LINE

CAUTION!
NOT ALL OF THESE WORK IN ALL EMAIL CLIENTS OR ON ALL DEVICES.
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BODY AND CONTENT

For the main body of your email, there are some guidelines to follow that 
will make it more effective: 

Think about what you want the 
customer to do. If they need to 
take action, make it obvious, ie. 
CLICK HERE!

CLEAR CALLS TO ACTION

You want your customer to keep 
reading, not fall asleep!

USE SHORT SENTENCES AND
PARAGRAPHS

USE WHITE SPACE to make it easy
to read and draw your eye to different
content.

Have your articles / products / 
images link back to your website 
for more information.

ADD HYPERLINKS

Such as bold text, bullet points and 
subheadings for effect.

USE TEXT FORMATTING

Alternatively, you can use images 
to display text in a different font, 
but only use these where necessary 
as they add weight to your email.
Spike’s suggested minimum font 
sizes: Body = 14px, Header = 22px. 
Remember, some people will be 
viewing your email on a small 
screen. Or, even better, make your 
email mobile responsive!

USE WEB-SAFE FONTS ONLY.

To increase open rates and grow 
your database. 

USE SOCIAL SHARING AND
FORWARD TO A FRIEND LINKS 
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IMAGES

IMAGES ON IMAGES OFF

Images speak louder than words, 
so use them to emphasise your 
message. There are some 
important points to note:

Always use alt text for images. By 
combining these with styles and 
background colours you can create 
an attractive “images off” email 
where your message is still visible.

ALT TEXT

These aren’t supported in all email 
clients so ensure the email is still 
“attractive” without them.

BACKGROUND IMAGES

Always resize and optimise your 
images with Photoshop or similar. 
The smaller in file size your images 
are, the quicker your email
will load.

IMAGE SIZE

They are okay in moderation.

ANIMATED GIFS

MAINTAIN A GOOD IMAGE TO
TEXT RATIO.

They are okay, but we suggest 
keeping the preheader and footer 
as text elements, otherwise the 
email could be seen as spam.

IMAGES ONLY EMAIL
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EXAMPLE

WAREHOUSE STATIONERY
IMAGES ON

WAREHOUSE STATIONERY
IMAGES OFF
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FOOTER

The footer of an email often includes contact details and other general 
information about the company. Some notes:

It’s good practice to include “You are receiving this email because you 
signed up on our website spike.co.nz” or similar to remind people of how 
we met. This reduces spam complaints.

WHY ME?

This is when someone clicks the “Mark as Spam” or “Report as Junk” button 
in the header of an email. Some people also use this as a lazy way to 
unsubscribe.

WHAT ARE SPAM COMPLAINTS?

It is really important to include this - even the most loyal customer may 
want to break-up the relationship sometime. The unsubscribe link has to 
be clear and easy - easier than clicking “mark as spam”. It must be a one 
click unsubscribe rather than the “send an email to this address with 
unsubscribe in the subject line...” method. When contacting an old or 
inactive list we also recommend adding an extra unsubscribe
link in the header.

UNSUBSCRIBE LINK

It’s good practice to include your company name, address and contact 
details - it just adds to your credibility.

CONTACT DETAILS

Navigation links back to your website 
sections work well.

You may also like to include Social 
Sharing Links and a Subscribe Link if 
they are not already included in the 
header.

NAVIGATION LINKS
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MOBILE

Creating a mobile friendly version is now an important part as the number 
of people opening email on mobile is growing rapidly.

In 2016, there was an increase of 7% with the number of people opening 
their emails on mobile. In just two years, it grew from 47% to 54% and is 
expected to grow more in the coming years.

While mobile is doing well, open on desktop has been steadily declining 
from 27% in 2014 to 19% in 2016.
[source: Litmus Science of Email - June 2014 | 2016 Mobile-Friendly Email & 
Landing Page Trends - August 2016]

iPhone have the market share on 53%, followed by Android at 20%.
[source: Litmus Science of Email - June 2014]

Please note that these are averages based on a large number of campaigns 
across different databases - we suggest adding extra Litmus tracking code 
to identify your database’s specific viewing habits.

If you aren’t using responsive* HTML 
code then ensure your email is still 
readable on a small screen.

OPTIMISED FOR MOBILE

Must be tappable on a touchscreen 
with image sizes a minimum of
44 x 44 pixels.

CALLS TO ACTION

Increase font sizes, line heights and 
use of white space to make it finger 
navigation friendly.

LAYOUT

* Responsive or Scalable Code can be used to transform your email to one 
column and even add or exclude content based on screen size detection 
(see example over the page)

ONE COLUMN FORMAT WORKS BEST
FOR MOBILE
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RESPONSIVE EXAMPLE

DESKTOP MOBILE
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TESTING

Once the email has been built it is important to test the heck out of it, 
ensuring the customer will see it the way it was designed.

Test your HTML code across all All Major Email Clients. This ensures your 
email displays correctly for all your customers. If an email is broken, you 
could lose that contact.

Spike uses Litmus and Email on Acid to test all campaigns.

Proof read your content and ideally get it peer reviewed before sending.

Typoes an Bad Grama isnt look good. (see what we did there?)

Your database is valuable so spending a few minutes Triple Checking 
Everything is worth it.
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DATABASE

A lot goes on behind the scenes besides simply building the email.
Taking care of your database is incredibly important.

Regularly sending emails to your list helps keep the database clean and 
engaged with your content.

We suggest sending emails at least Monthly and sticking to a Schedule. 
This will help create user habits so they’ll come to expect your email.

For infrequent sends to less active lists there is a risk of people marking 
you as spam, simply because they forgot they even signed up.

Grow your Database - collect contacts instore and online.

Use Competitions and Tell-A-Friend promotions (case studies available).

Run Clean-Up Campaigns to re-engage inactive contacts and increase 
open rates.

Collect more data from customers to enable Targeted Emails. For 
example, add new fields to the signup forms, then create content specific 
to the users’ interests or demographic.

OF THOSE WHO ENTERED A

COMPETITION, TOLD A FRIEND
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SENDING

When should you send your emails and should you be resending them?

Normally we schedule emails anywhere between 10am and 3pm but there 
are no rules around this. It is really dependent on your database. We can 
provide stats on when your database is most likely to open your emails.

WHAT TIME SHOULD I SEND MY EMAIL?

Resending emails to those contacts who haven’t opened your latest email 
is a great way to encourage more readers - we suggest changing the 
subject line and preheader text.

RESENDING EMAILS

International emails need to be relevant and sent at appropriate times.

BE AWARE OF YOUR AUDIENCE
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MORE PLEASE!

Thanks for reading our email marketing book! 
The team at Spike have enjoyed creating this 
for you and I know if you apply our Email with 
Purpose methodology to your email 
marketing, you’ll WIN!

When you’re ready, here’s a couple of ways I 
can help:

1) Join the my free Facebook Group and 
connect with retail business owners who are 
scaling too. It’s our new Facebook community 
where smart business owners learn to 
leverage their existing customers and grow 
their business, Click Here To Join

2) If you have a 6 figure ecommerce business 
and want to take it to 7 without working more 
hours, I will personally map out a strategy for 
you on a 45 minute call.

Book your free call: http://glennfromspike.com
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EMAIL MARKETING
GLOSSARY

Acceptable Spam Report Rate
The rate at which you can be reported as SPAM without harming your 
sender reputation. Anything over 0.1% (1 report per 1000 emails) will get a 
warning.

Acceptance Rate
The percentage of email messages that are accepted by the mail server. 
Just because an email is accepted by the mail server does not mean it will 
get to an inbox.

A

Blacklist
A list that denotes IP addresses as spammer IPs, impeding email 
deliverability.

Bounce Rate
The rate at which your emails are not delivered. There are two types of 
bounces, hard and soft, both of which are defined later in this glossary. An 
acceptable bounce rate is less than 5%.

Bulk Mail
Large scale email marketing sends in which the same content goes to a 
large group of people.

B

CAN-SPAM 
Short for 'Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And 
Marketing Act of 2003,' it's a law that outlines rules for commercial email, 
establishes requirements for commercial messages, provides email 
recipients with the right to make you stop emailing them, and outlines 
consequences for violations of the Act.

Clicks Per Delivered
A percentage measure of the number of clicks divided by the number of 
emails delivered to the intended inbox.

Clicks Per Open 
A percentage measure of the number of clicks divided by the number of 
opens.

C
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CPM (Cost Per Mille = Thousand) 
In email marketing, CPM commonly refers to the cost per 1000 names on a 
given rental list. For example, a rental list priced at $250 CPM would mean 
that the list owner charges $0.25 per email address.

CTR (Click-Through Rate)
The percentage of recipients that click on a given URL in your email (the 
number of unique clicks divided by the number that were opened).

Conversion Rate 
The percentage of recipients who respond to your call-to-action in an 
email marketing campaign or promotion. This is one measure of your 
email campaign’s success.

Dedicated IP
In email marketing, it refers to an IP address from which only you send 
email.

Double Opt-In
The recommended method of building an email list, it requires subscribers 
to confirm their opt in by clicking a link in a confirmation email or 
responding to the confirmation email in some other way.

D

Email Campaign
An email or series of lead nurturing emails designed to accomplish an 
overall marketing goal.

Email Filter
A technique used to block email based on the sender, subject line, or 
content of an email.

Email Sponsorships
Buying ad space in an email newsletter or sponsoring a specific article or 
series of articles. Advertisers pay to have their ad inserted into the body of 
the email.

E

False Positive
A false positive occurs when a legitimate permission-based email is 
incorrectly filtered or blocked as spam.

F

Hard Bounce
A hard bounce is the failed delivery of an email due to a permanent reason 
like a non-existent, invalid, or blocked email address.

H
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Honey Pot 
A planted email address by organisations trying to combat spam that, 
when a spammer harvests and emails, identifies that sender as a 
spammer.

House List (or Retention List)
One of your most valuable marketing assets, it's a permission-based list 
that you built yourself with opt-in subscribers.

HTML Email
Sending HTML email makes it possible to get creative with the design of 
your emails.

IP Warmup 
Sending a progressively increasing number of emails out of an IP address 
in order to build the IP's reputation.

I

Landing Page
A lead-capture page on your website that is linked to/from an email to 
provide additional information directly related to products or services 
promoted in the email's call-to-action.

Levels of Authentication
A way of establishing a sender's identity, and ensuring the sender is 
allowed to send from a given domain.

List Segmentation 
Selecting a target audience or group of individuals for whom your email 
message is relevant. A segmented list means a more targeted and relevant 
email campaign, thus a higher response rate and less unsubscribes and 
spam reports.

L

Open Rate
The percentage of emails opened in an email marketing campaign, or the 
percentage opened of the total number of emails sent.

Opt-In (or Subscribe)
To opt-in or subscribe to an email list is to choose to receive email 
communications by supplying your email address to a particular company, 
website or individual thereby giving them permission to email you. The 
subscriber can often indicate areas of personal interest (e.g. mountain 
biking) and/or indicate what types of emails they wish to receive from the 
sender (e.g. newsletters).

O
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Opt-Out (or Unsubscribe)
When a subscriber chooses not to receive email communications from the 
sender anymore, and requests removal from your email list. It is legally 
required that you provide a clear way to opt out in every email you send.

Personalisation
Adding elements to your email that are personalised based on information 
you already know about them. It could refer to addressing the recipient by 
name, referencing past purchases, or other content unique to each 
recipient.

Physical Address
The physical, street address of the company sending the email, usually 
found in the footer of an email.

Plain Text Email
An email sent without HTML. You should always give your recipients the 
option to read emails in either HTML or plain text for better readability.

Privacy Policy 
A clear description of a website or company’s policy on the use of 
information collected from and about website visitors and what they do, 
and do not do, with the data.

P

Read or Open Length 
A measure of the length of time a person opens the email until they
close it.

Rental List (or Acquisition List)
Not a recommended email marketing technique, it is a list of prospects or 
a targeted group of recipients who have opted in to receive information 
about certain subjects, usually targeted by something like interest, 
profession, or demographic information

R

Sender Score 
A free service of Return Path, it's a reputation rating from 0-100 for every 
outgoing mail server IP address. Mail servers will check your Sender Score 
before deciding what to do with your emails. A score of over 90 is good.

Shared IP
A less costly option than a dedicated IP address, it is an IP address from 
which many people send emails.

S
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Signature File
A tagline or short block of text at the end of an email message that 
identifies the sender and provides additional information such as 
company name, physical address, and contact information.

Single Opt-In
A single opt-in list is created when users sign up for email 
communications, but don't confirm the action. This means they can be 
signed up for a list by someone else, and as such is not a recommended 
way to build a healthy email marketing list.

Soft Bounce
A soft bounce is the failed delivery of an email due to a temporary issue, 
like a full mailbox or an unavailable server.

Spam or UCE (Unsolicited Commercial Email)
Email sent to someone who has not opted-in or given permission to email 
them. Over 90% of email sent is classified as spam.

Spam Cop
A paid spam service that plants their own emails and monitors who 
harvests the address and spams it.

Spam Trap
An email address that was once valid, but no longer is. If you email this 
address, you'll receive a hard bounce notice. When the mail server sees 
consistent traffic going to the dead email, however, they can turn the 
email into a spam trap. It will stop returning a hard bounce for the known 
bad address, and instead accept the message and report the sender
as a spammer.

SPF
Short for 'Sender Policy Framework', it's a DNS record that says on whose 
behalf an IP or domain sends email.

Whitelist
Instead of listing IP addresses to block, a whitelist includes IP addresses 
that have been approved to deliver email to a recipient.

W

[source: hubspot.com]
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/7595/The-Ultimate-Glossary-
44-Email-Marketing-Terms-Marketers-Must-Know.aspx
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WHAT IS UP WITH THE
NUMBER 26?

THE ATOMIC NUMBER OF IRON.

THE NUMBER OF SPACE TIME DIMENSIONS IN BOSONIC STRING THEORY.

THE NUMBER OF MILES IN A MARATHON.

THE NUMBER OF LETTERS IN OUR ALPHABET.

THE NUMBER OF BOTH BLACK AND RED CARDS IN A DECK OF CARDS.

THE NUMBER OF PAGES IN THIS DOCUMENT.

We are Spike.
A passionate bunch of people who get excited over doing email marketing 
right. We help you align your email marketing to your business objectives, 
creating email with purpose. We take the hassle of execution off your 
hands, leaving you to grow your business. Find us @ spike.co.nz.
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